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J.K.G School, Nandgram, Ghaziabad, is committed to ensure the overall holistic development of our
students in addition to our efforts to impart the best education.

Vision and Mission:

To provide value based quality education by creating an environment, where quest for knowledge is
ignited in the young minds.
We, in J.K.G. I strive to blend the heritage, culture, values and wisdom of ancient India with constantly
changing needs and aspirations of the modern society. Thus equipping the students with knowledge,
experience, and life skills, to develop them into a complete human being ready for leadership roles in
today’s competitive environment.

J.K.G’s are pace setting institutes and they are chosen for the implementation of new programmes in
teaching, testing and evaluation. The school has witnessed and gone through immense changes during
this year. Activity based curriculum and teaching practices have been adopted by our teachers to make
learning more easy and comprehensible to our students.

CBSE Results

There is no detention in Primary and Secondary classes. In the previous session, our students have made
us proud by scoring 100% result in class XII and 92% result in class X. Highest scorers in class XII were
Aman Tyagi [PCM] 95.4%, Nitin [PCM] 95.2%, Ayush Chaudhary [PCM] 95.2%, Anuj Panchal [Commerce]
94.2%, Abhishek Rajput [Commerce] 93.2%. Higheset scorers in class X were Nirdosh Raghav [96.6%]
Sarvan Kumar [94.8%], Yashika Chauhan [94.2%]. The credit of strenuous performance goes to the
collective efforts our efficient & productive Teachers, hardworking students and cooperative parents.

Academic Activities:

Academic activities beyond curriculum provide children opportunities to showcase their talents. House
wise and open house competitions were conducted throughout the year in Debate, Sanskrit recitation,
drawing and painting, Art and Craft, English extempore, English recitations, song and dance
competitions etc. The activities are conducted at classroom level, school level and inter-house level.
Some of these events are essay, Story and slogan writing competitions, Poetry recitation, English and
Hindi elocution, GK, EVS & Maths quiz competitions. Prizes are awarded during school assembly.

Science, Maths and English and GK Olympiad are conducted every year and the students perform
excellently at the school, local as well as National level.

Art Integrated Learning has been added to the school curriculum even before the CBSE mandated it as
compulsory. An elaborate Art Exhibition is conducted every year which brings out the artistic talent of
our students and draws a lot of attractions.

Sports and Games:



Strenuous exercise and interest in games is an outlet for the vigor of youth. Ample opportunities were
provided to our children to play and prove their mettle in various sports and games at our school,
cluster, regional and national level competitions. Our students had actively participated in different
sports competitions in the previous sessions.
A large contingent of students participated in CBSE Cluster for athletics in previous sessions and won
Gold , silver and bronze medals in various athletics events. Nishita Neeraj of class XII has won 3rd
position in 200m, 100m race [CBSE Cluster], 3rd position 300m in Reliance Foundation Youth Sports

Environment Education:

Students at J.K.G are aware about their environment and make regular efforts to protect and preserve it.
The importance of environment preservation has always been stressed by organizing various activities
related to environment protection, water conservation and tree plantation, banning the use of plastic
etc. School has rain water harvesting system. There is green look and lot of plantation of trees all around.

Parents Teachers Association:

A General Meeting of parents is held on a regular basis and new members of the PTA are nominated
every year. The PTA members of our school have a regular participation in academic activities. We thank
and congratulate them for their support and co-operation through the years.

Students Enrichment programmes:

Trainings, seminars, workshops and orientation programmes are conducted every year for teachers and
students with a dual focus to improve and effectively implement innovative ideas in teaching-learning
practices as well as to take the students beyond their current level of learning.

Staff Enrichment programmes [Training & Seminars]

Staying updated is the key to success in any field, especially in the field of education. Our teachers
constantly strive to stay updated, by attending workshops and various training programmes. Few of
them are as follows:

Teaching strategies and methods in Economics organized by CBSE.

Integration of Arts in Science organized by CBSE

Integration of Arts in Biology conducted by CBSE

Project work and practical in Accounts conducted by CBSE.

Innovative pedagogy in science experiential learning conducted by CBSE.

Understanding Blooms Taxonomy and its application in Chemistry conducted by CBSE.

And many more.

Online Study during Covid 19 :
The spread of pandemic led to nationwide lockdown has led to a shift the learning activity with online
education. The COVID-19 has caused the shutdown of schools last year. As a result, education has



changed drastically, with the increased focus on e-learning, whereby teaching is undertaken remotely
and on digital platforms.

At J.K.G School, teachers and coordinators have helped strenuously and are regularly in contact with the
students and parents and taking the online classes regularly. Apart from this, students are given various
other extracurricular activities such as drawing, cooking, singing, dance etc. based on their syllabus
which they can carry out at their home easily and we put their videos on social media and websites.

Children’s safety is the foremost priority of the school. For this purpose CCTV cameras have been
installed at different places in school. POCSO Committees have been formed to curb the incidents of
sexual harassment from grass root level as instructed by CBSE. Preventive measures against COVID 19
like sanitizing tunnel at the entrance of school, proper sanitization of the school premises on regular
basis, availability of sanitizers and masks etc have been done.

Tours and Trips:

Continuous efforts is being made to organize Educational tours for the students. School organizes
various educational tours for the students so that they may have a break from the monotonous life and
have some different experiences about life.

Conclusion:

As there has been an unprecedented crisis situation since 2020 we are confident that we will overcome
all the odds by our strong will and efforts and pave the way for the betterment of the education
fraternity and the society in general.


